On the characterization of three state conical intersections: a quasianalytic theory using a group homomorphism approach.
In this work, degenerate perturbation theory through second order is used to characterize the vicinity of a three state conical intersection. This report extends our recent demonstration that it is possible to describe the branching space (in which the degeneracy is lifted linearly) and seam space (in which the degeneracy is preserved) in the vicinity of a two state conical intersection using second order perturbation theory. The general analysis developed here is based on a group homomorphism approach. Second order perturbation theory, in conjunction with high quality ab initio electronic structure data, produces an approximately diabatic Hamiltonian whose eigenenergies and eigenstates can accurately describe the three adiabatic potential energy surfaces, the interstate derivative couplings, and the branching and seam spaces in their full dimensionality. The application of this approach to the minimum energy three state conical intersection of the pyrazolyl radical demonstrates the potential of this method. A Hamiltonian comprised of the ten characteristic (linear) parameters and over 300 second order parameters is constructed to describe the branching space associated with a point of conical intersection. The second order parameters are determined using data at only 30 points. In the vicinity of the conical intersection the energy and derivative couplings are well reproduced and the singularity in the derivative coupling is analyzed.